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Demolition: the perfect storm! 

Since the crash in tanker hire rates during the middle of last year, we have consistently underlined the need for 

demolition to rebound in order to tighten fleet-side fundamentals and thus drive hire rates. We are happy to 

report that as far as demolition is concerned, this year has started with a bang as several tankers have already 

been sold for demolition. This week we discuss the drivers behind this rebound, how demolition could progress 

this year and what this could mean for hire rates and tanker earnings. 

 

Second consecutive year of low demolition activity. 2020 was the second consecutive year of extremely low 

demolition activity as, according to BRS data, only 25 tankers of 34,000 Dwt (totalling 2.1 million Dwt) or above 

were scrapped. This came as the exceptional hire rates posted over 4Q19 – 1Q20 saw strong returns for owners 

while owners stayed optimistic for a late-year boost (which ultimately did not materialise) which curbed their 

enthusiasm for demolition during the second half of the year. The lack of scrapping is especially well illustrated 

by the VLCC sector which did not seeing a single unit 

demolished between September 2019 and November 2020 

with only one unit ultimately scrapped last year.   

Rebound! This year has begun with reports of a slew of tankers 

being sold for demolition. This uptick should not come as a 

surprise considering the unseasonably low hire rates for many 

tankers which characterised 4Q20. Three VLCCs have so far 

been sold for demolition since the turn of the year. Two of 

these already having been beached in Bangladesh and 

Pakistan, respectively. Meanwhile, the third has been sold for 

demolition but has not yet been beached. It should be noted 

that we expect this beaching to be imminent as unlike in early 2020 when strong hire rates saw some tankers 

initially sold for scrap vessels re-enter the trading pool or deployed for floating storage, there are scarce trading 

opportunities for vintage tonnage. Indeed, at least one of the VLCCs recently sold for scrap was being hawked 

around for floating storage but was unable to find employment. Considering the current VLCC tonnage 

overhang, there remain plenty of newer, younger options for floating storage which are not significantly more 

expensive to hire than vintage tonnage, and which are comply with the requirements of large international 

charterers and discharge regulations at main oil terminals, notably in China.   

Forecast unchanged. In Alphatanker Weekly Newsletter dated 3 December 2020, we outlined our expectation 

that the combination of a poor 4Q20, a challenging outlook for 1H21 and the steady winddown in floating 

storage set against the backdrop of significant regulatory pressure would lead owners to look to demolish their   
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vintage tonnage. Furthermore, considering recent higher bunker costs in the wake of firmer oil prices, spot tanker 

earnings have recently taken a nosedive so that many earnings do not cover operating expenses let alone 

capital amortisation. Thus, in our view, the current strong interest in demolition is very much in line with these 

expectations. We therefore maintain our forecast for 93 tankers of 34,000 Dwt or above to be sent to breakers 

yards this year. This forecast includes 25 VLCCs, 14 Suezmaxes, 21 Aframaxes, 2 LR2s and 18 MR2s.  

Regulatory Pressure. There continues to be significant pressure on operators of vintage tonnage which stems 

from the requirement that tankers fit expensive ballast water treatment systems (BWTS) during their next special 

survey. As a guide, a BWTS costs approximately $4 million for a VLCC (prices drop depending on tanker size), 

which considering that the tonnage may only be worth $21.5 million (assuming the resale price for a 20 year old 

unit) and low current hire rates, is thus a significant and risky investment unless the tonnage has secured 

employment. Therefore, we believe that tankers passing their fourth (at 20 years old) or fifth (at 25 years old) 

special survey will make good candidates for scrapping. According to BRS data, 91 and 34 tankers of 34,000 Dwt 

will hit 20 and 25 years old, respectively in 2021. Nonetheless, it should be noted that the age of tankers 

anticipated to be scrapped is not clear cut as we expect some tankers younger than 20 years to be demolished 

this year. This expectation is illustrated by one of the VLCCs recently scrapped being 18 years old.  

The Perfect storm. Perhaps the most important development over the past few weeks which has motivated 

tanker owners to consider demolition has been the narrowing delta between scrap prices and resale prices for 

vintage tankers. When we last wrote on the subject six weeks ago, scrap prices were significantly below second-

hand tanker prices but since then scrap prices have firmed while resale prices have weakened. By the time of 

writing, scrap prices stood at $453/ldt (based on an average of prices in Bangladesh, Pakistan and India), this 

compares with $365/ldt at the beginning of December. This has come in the wake of stronger steel prices as the 

global economy continues to recover from Covid with extra upward momentum generated by rumours that 

China will soon restart its imports of scrap steel (they have been halted since 2019) as its Ministry of Industry and 

Information Technology have stated that the country must reduce its steel output in 2021. The upshot is that many 

commentators are now suggesting that it is only a matter of time until scrap prices hit $500/ldt. On the other 

hand, second-hand prices for vintage crude tankers have softened over the past six weeks driven by a surfeit of 

vintage tonnage on the sale and purchase market. It should be noted that clean tanker prices have generally 

held up better which reflects better earnings in the clean tanker sector. The upshot is that we now believe that 

the resale price for 20-year old tankers is now rapidly closing on their scrap price, especially for crude tankers. 

Furthermore, considering our expectations for rising scrap 

prices against the backdrop of a challenging tanker market, 

which will limit the employment opportunities for older 

tonnage, there is the potential that tanker scrap values for 

some older tonnage could soon exceed its resale value. If this 

was to occur, it would be for the first time since early 2018. 

Brighter outlook. Considering the above, there is an argument 

for hiking our scrapping forecast. Nonetheless, for the 

moment we remain cautious given a brighter longer-term 

outlook. Tanker market fundamentals should improve 

significantly in 2H21, with the fourth quarter in particular 

forecast to be characterised by firmer rates as oil demand growth accelerates plus support will be garnered 

from the cumulative impact of six months of scrapping. Considering this outlook plus the potential future impact 

of a historically low orderbook, tanker owners remain overwhelmingly optimistic and thus this could feed into 

many deciding not to scrap their vintage tonnage and instead decide to invest in BWTS.  
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